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Road Safety – Who Cares?

The daily goal should be to return home safe at end 
of day for:

1. You

2. Your family

3. Your employees

4. Your neighbours &

5. Members of the public you interact with



Farm Exemptions of HTA

 Relative to any other business sector, there are 
more farm related exemptions in the HTA

 Exemption does NOT equal permission nor does it 
equal ethics

 Legality Vs Common Sense Vs Public 
Responsibility



Farm Exemptions of HTA

 Its about being SMART rather than just RIGHT!







Road Safety - Top 10 Issues! 

1. Appropriate lighting for the type of vehicle, the load 
its carrying, the road being travelled on, and the time 
of day

2. Slow moving vehicle signs – when do you need them, 
the brightness of the paint, etc

3. Load weights and brakes

4. Travelling on a road with an over-dimensional 
vehicle (ie. Combines with the headers on)

5. Overall vehicle condition – a farm truck or mud 
truck versus an actual farm vehicle 



Road Safety - Top 10 Issues! 

6. Secondary means of attachment (chains and pins)

7. Tie downs and load security issues

8. Length of combinations or “trains” – 75’ or 23 m

9. A self propelled implement of husbandry (i.e. taking 
a dump truck and putting flotation tires on it to 
make it a manure spreader.  It is still a dump truck 
with improper tires)

10. Farmers driving ATVs without helmets or SMV signs



RtR2



RtR2

1. Recognize the Risk
To

2. Reduce the Risk



What Do You See?



What Do You See?



Farm Equipment Rules of the Road that 
APPLY to Farm Equipment

Stop signs

Traffic signals

Yielding right-of-way, yielding ½ roadway

Use of turn signal, head and tail lights

 Impaired driving

Distracted driving, hand held devices (i.e. 
cell phones)



Rules of the Road that DO NOT APPLY 
to Farm Equipment
Driving too slow

Driving on the shoulder

Brakes on towed farm implements

Mandatory seat belt use



Seatbelts

Do you need to wear them under the 
HTA?

NO. (But!)

Could you have held on?

Lets be “smart” not “entitled”!



Does This Concern You?



Farm Equipment Length, width…

Farm equipment is exempt from 
length, width and height rules ( HTA 
PartVII,S113)

No Max number of wagons behind a 
tractor

But you must keep them in your lane

And must be able to stop them



Does This Concern You?

You can pull it!

But can you CONTROL it?

STOP it?

Or HOLD it?



What’s the Consequence?



Does This Concern You?

Item # Avg Wt Total Wt (lbs)
Gravity Wagons and Running 
Gear 4 3,000 12,000

Load - 400 bu @60lbs/bu 4 24,000 96,000

Total
108,000

49 Tonnes

Pull Tractor – JD R7230 @ ~12t

What is the Recommended Towed 
Load Value (No Brakes)?

1.5x Tractor Wt!



FARM EQUIPMENT: TOWED WEIGHT

o2011 recommendations by American Society of 

Agricultural & Biological Engineers (ASABE);

i. towed loads up to 1½  times tractor weight – no 

brakes required on towed implements

ii. over 1½  times – brakes recommended

iii. tow nothing over 4 times tractor weight



LENGTH, WIDTH, HEIGHT & WEIGHT

o farm equipment is exempt from length, width 

and height rules [HTA Part VII; S113]

o farm equipment also exempt from weight 

rules [HTA Part VIII; S114(3)]

obut not exempt from the laws of physics



Weight on Reduced Roads and 
Bridges 
BUT

 HTA 114(3), 120, 122, 123 & Reg 615 

 Farm equipment, including mounted implements, are 
NOT SUBJECT to the reduced weight rules on "load 
reduced roads", Class B roads or bridges. 

 heavy farm equipment owners are potentially liable 
if an overweight vehicle causes damage to a highway or 
bridge 





Does This Concern You?

What Else?
1. Swaying
2. Draw Pin Failure
3. Safety Chain



Swaying and Obligations of Share 
the Road

What Else?
1. Swaying
2. Pin Break
3. Safety Chain



Where To Drive Farm Equipment

What Else?
1. Swaying
2. Pin Break
3. Safety Chain

Always drive on the travelled portion

Not illegal to drive on the shoulder

However shoulder may not support 
equipment’s weight

 If traffic backs up, move right to let them 
pass

Yield ½ roadway to oncoming traffic 



Share the Road

What Else?
1. Swaying
2. Pin Break
3. Safety Chain

Length, Width, Height and Weight of Farm Equipment and 
Loads (HTA 108, 109, 113)

 Farm equipment is exempt from the maximum width, 
length and weight rules when operated on a road singularly 
or in combination. HOWEVER!

 Wide farm equipment operating on the roads must:

 keep right of the centreline, allowing other vehicles one-
half of the travelled portion of the road.

 keep right when being overtaken on the left.

 keep right of the centreline approaching the crest/hill, curve, 
bridge/tunnel, when the driver's view is obstructed.

 keep right of the centreline, within 30 m (100 ft.) of a level 
railway crossing.



Share the Road

What Else?
1. Swaying
2. Pin Break
3. Safety Chain

 Farm equipment, regardless of width, must by law, 
give up one-half of the roadway when being overtaken 
or passed in the opposite direction. 



Draw Pin Failure

What Else?
1. Swaying
2. Pin Break
3. Safety Chain

 A 1” diameter grade 5 pin will shear under a load of 
38,500 lbs (if you were to hang 38,500 lbs from the pin, 
it would break)

 Stress on Pin exacerbated by braking, jerking, physics 
of the hitch (ie  drawbar of tractor vs attachment plate 
of each gravity wagon

 Home made pins are a NO-NO!

 Inspect pins for damage and discard worn ones



Draw Pin Failure



IS THIS A SECURE LOAD?



LOAD SECURITY

oHTA 111(2); “no portion of the load may 

become dislodged or fall, leak, spill or blow 

from the vehicle”

ono specific load security language/standards 

in HTA for farm equipment

obut any load on/in a truck (e.g. bales, bags) 

or towed by a truck (e.g. hay wagons) must

be secured 



Load Security

What Else?
1. Swaying
2. Pin Break
3. Safety Chain

Loose Fodder 

 Width restrictions do not apply to loads of loose 
fodder carried on trucks and trailers. 

 Loose fodder includes round and rectangular bales of 
hay. 



Load Security

What Else?
1. Swaying
2. Pin Break
3. Safety Chain

 Legislation does not offer specific methods, standards 
or specifications for securing loads on SPIH or 
implements towed with tractors, SPIH or off-road 
vehicles. 

 Loads on implements, such as hay wagons that are 
towed with trucks, are required to be loaded, bound, 
secured, contained or covered so that no portion of the 
load becomes dislodged, falls, leaks, spills or blows 
from the implement. 



AGE TO DRIVE FARM EQUIPMENT

HTA Section 37

ominimum age 16 to drive along a highway

ovalid Driver’s License is not required

ounder 16; only directly across a highway 

oCANNOT drive farm equipment, ATVs, etc. 
on the roads if license suspended for a 
Criminal Code conviction for impaired or 
dangerous driving

oseparate license rules (age) for ATVs & ORVs



SLOW MOVING VEHICLE (SMV) SIGNS

oshall be attached to all slow moving vehicles

o slow moving vehicles defined as;

i. farm tractors and self-propelled implements of 
husbandry,

ii. vehicles not capable of 40 kmph (25 MPH), 

iii. motor vehicles towing farm implements, and

iv. specified road-building machines.

oNot on fixed objects visible from the road    



FENDT, JCB OR OTHER FAST

TRACTOR?

o 76.(1) No person shall operate a slow moving 

vehicle on a highway unless a slow moving vehicle 

sign is attached

o 76.(2) 1. farm tractors and self-propelled 

implements of husbandry are slow moving vehicles

o 76.(6.1) No person shall operate a slow moving 

vehicle with a slow moving vehicle sign attached 

… at a speed greater than 40 kilometers/hour

o Note many farm implement tires tires stamped max 
40 kph



SMV Signs and Lighting



SMV Signs and Lighting

 What type of vehicle requires a sign? 

 Tractors and SPIH must display a sign on the rear. If one of 
these machines is towing one or more implements the sign 
or an additional sign, must be displayed on the rear of the 
combination. 

 Any vehicles including, but not limited to, construction 
equipment, street sweepers, etc. that are not capable of 
attaining and sustaining a speed greater than 40 km/h 
must also display a sign. If one of these machines is towing 
a trailer(s), implement(s) or device(s), the sign or an 
additional sign, must be displayed on the rear of the 
combination. 



SMV Signs and Lighting

 When is a sign prohibited on a vehicle? 

 Only slow-moving vehicles or vehicles towed by slow 
moving vehicles are permitted to display a sign. A sign 
is prohibited from being displayed on a vehicle 
travelling in excess of 40 km/h. 

 Note: A tractor, combine, etc., on a float or trailer is 
considered a load, and it is recommended any visible 
sign be covered or removed. 



SMV Signs and Lighting

 Towing implements with trucks 

 When towing an implement (e.g., wagon, tillage 
equipment, a header wagon, etc.) with a truck, a sign 
should be placed on the rear of the combination and 
the combination must travel at or under 40 km/h. 



SMV Signs and Lighting

 Very specific lighting requirements depending on 
the width of the vehicles

 Don’t blind drivers (day or night)

 Know the “on road” lighting switches

 Flashers and beacons are for on the road, not 
while in the field

 Don’t lesson the public awareness of warning 
lighting by having them see it in the field



But How Young is TOO Young?

 Kids are kids
 Let them be kids
 “No riders” not designed for rider (training 

seats - only for training, under specific 
conditions,  “read manual”…)

 On private property no limits other than 
“common sense”, must be physically and 
mentally capable.  And should be under 
supervision at all times.



FARM ATV/ORV USE

oOff-Road Vehicles Act & Regulation 863

oHighway Traffic Act S191.8 & Regulation 

316/03

oOver 16: valid DL required (minimum G2/M2)

oUnder 16: cannot even drive across a highway 



ATVS/ORVS ARE?

o vehicles designed for “off-road” use

oNOT farm tractors, self-propelled implements of 
husbandry, golf carts, road-building machines, 
motorized wheelchairs, etc.

o3 different vehicle types/forms; 

i. ATVs, 

ii. Utility Vehicles, and 

iii. ARGOs, off-road motorcycles, dune buggies 



MANDATORY FARM ATV/ORV 

REQUIREMENTS

1. vehicle insured under an auto policy; driver 

carrying proof of insurance (auto policy provides 

automatic accident benefits),

2. licensed driver; driver must carry DL,

3. driver & passenger(s) wear approved helmet(s),

4. driver & passenger(s) wear seatbelts (if 

equipped), 

5. vehicle is registered (i.e. ORV plate), AND

6. SMV sign on the rear. 



Resources

MTO Farm Guide - http://bit.ly/MTO_FarmGuide

OFA - http://bit.ly/OFAWheels
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Questions and Discussion
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The 
End!
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